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PARTNERSHIP SELECTED
BY LE ROYAL CHAMPAGNE

The Royal Champagne Hotel & Spa has selected Biologique Recherche and KOS PARIS,
innovative French brands, as privileged partners to offer exceptional personalized treatments.
Why Biologique Recherche ?
Biologique Recherche offers an “out-of-
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Why KOS PARIS ?

the-box” vision of the treatment of the skin,

Natural and organic ingredients from different parts

centered on the know-how of the professionals

of the world: Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America.

and the shared knowledge of physiology of the

These ingredients are selected with care for their

skin, as the complex organ of protection and

exceptional powers and recognized for their

communication with the outside world. With more

generous beneficial qualities for the skin:

than forty years of experience, the Biologique

Prickly Pear seed oil, Acaí Berry, Babassu Nut

Recherche methodology is based on a clinical

butter, Argan oil, Kukui Nut oil... Formulas highly

approach and an original conception of products

concentrated with active ingredients. They are

and treatments. Designed and manufactured

developed with great care in the brand’s laboratory

exclusively in France, the treatments and cosmetic

and offer the best in moisturizing, anti-aging and

products of Biologique Recherche are equipped

youth protection. Enveloping and unctuous textures

with new formulas, highly dosed and composed

carefully conceived to rapidly penetrate

only of natural or biotech assets without perfume

the epidermis, deeply nourishing it and delivering

or coloring.

all the beneficial qualities.
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CUSTOMMADE
FACIALS
06

The skin is the reflection of oneself, not just in the
course of a day but over a lifetime.
Thus, the experts of the Royal Champagne spa
focus on your Instant Skin© and wish you to live
a different and effective experience of treatment,
for visible results from day one.
The unique and personalized treatments based
on the Instant Skin© are effective for both women
and men, whatever the desired aim: to energize,
to sculpt, to firm, to rejuvenate, to purify, to lift, to
moisturize, to smooth, to oxygenate, to illuminate.
Give us your time to smoothen, we will offer you
the best custom-made treatment for your skin. .

THE BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE METHODOLOGY

THE BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE
METHODOLOGY
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THE CUSTOM-MADE FACIALS
BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE PROCESS
PROCESS

The Biologique Recherche facial works through three fundamental phases,
during which you entrust your well-being to the expert and trained hands of the beautician,
who will model your face with singular and original gestures.
First step > ANALYSIS PHASE: Analyze your Skin Instant,

F A C I A L S

for a personalized dermo cosmetic diagnosis.

∙ .Relaxation time with a stimulating massage*,
∙ .Preparation of the skin with the micro-exfoliating P50 Lotion,
exclusive to Biologique Recherche,

C U S T O M - M A D E
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Second step > INITIALIZATION PHASE

∙ Stimulate the skin with a specific booster,
∙ Application of specific mask.
Third step > CARE PHASE : This phase includes the products
with the highest dosages of assets. The epidermis thus “re-boosted”
will be helped to express its power of self-regeneration.

DURATION

Balade (Trip) | 1 h | The Biologique Recherche treatment initially lasts an hour,
the time of a balade.
Echappée (Break) | 1 h 30 | Thus, “l’échappée” 1h30 corresponds
to an intensive custom-made facial.
Voyage (Journey) | 2 h | The two hours “voyage” involves
complete absolute care.

The expertise of your beautician will enhance the custom-made character
of each treatments, according to your Skin Instant©.

SIGNATURE
TREATMENT

Second Skin Royal Champagne Treatment | 1 h 30
A world first in professional beauty products,
this regenerating and lifting treatment
is created using an electrospun mask with
80% pharmaceutical grade hyaluronic acid
and is designed for devitalized Skin Instants©
damaged by the signs of aging.
We recommend three sessions at one-week
intervals, followed by one session every
three months.

SIGNATURE TREATMENT

We invite you to discover our exclusive facial, which will
give you both extreme relaxation and supreme efficiency.
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BODY
TREATMENTS
1010

Rich textures & subtle fragrances
KOS PARIS was born out of our desire to develop
a high-end line of cosmetics which combine
the powerful natural assets of the plant world,
rich textures and an enduring respect
for the environment.
A specialist in body care products,
KOS PARIS creates ranges of products with rich
texture and subtle fragrances.
The perfect balance of research and sensory
delight, these products are widely used in spas.
Their floral, vanilla or woody notes are derived
from flowers, plants and fruits harvested all over
the world to bring you the very best.

BODY TREATMENTS KOS

BODY TREATMENTS KOS
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KOS CONCEPT
KOS Paris precious moments, personalized treatments with inviting textures
and enchanting fragrances offer an escape- a moment to just let go
Discovery Treatment KOS |1 h 30
Deeply relaxing body scrub and massage*,
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BODY TREATMENTS KOS

soft facial and regenerating hair care.
Intensive Wrap Treatment |1 h 30
3 Steps complete body treatment:
Scrubbing | wrapping | massage*
∙ Intense Slimming
∙ Intense Firming
∙ Intense Detox Relax
∙ Intense Heavy Legs
Scrubbing | Hydration |1 h
Exfoliating and renovating treatment.
Skin appears satiny and recovers a unique softness
Select your scrub and your oil for unique and personalized results

PERSONALIZED CURE
We invite you to define your personalized treatment,
is valid for 1 year and nominative.

MASSAGES
45 min, 1 h or 1 h 30
Relaxing Massage*
This succession of fluid and enveloping
movements provides an appeasement conducive
to a deep relaxation of body and mind.
Candle Massage*
A true hymn to letting go, the candle massage*
Enjoy the unique sensation of the candle massage*
on your skin. The candle, made of specially
adapted wax, provides a soft melting heat.
Your skin becomes like satin with a subtle veil.
Californian Massage*
Enveloping effleurage motions followed
by more intense pressures to relieve deeper
tensions for maximum relaxation.
Future MOM Massage* | 45 min

ou 1 h

Recomforting and soothing treatment
for future moms.
Nourishing and repairing cocoon
with softening oil to improve skin elasticity.

MASSAGES

promotes a better quality of sleep.
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TREATMENT
BUBBLES | 30 min
Succumb to the call of our Treatment Bubbles,
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TREATMENT BUBBLES

to optimize the benefits of your initial experience.
The Treatment Bubbles are not
available separately.

KOS HANDS
AND FEET

BACK

NAIL

TREATMENTS

MASSAGE*

POLISH

FEET

FLASH

KOS HAIR

MASSAGE*

MAKE-UP

TREATMENT

SOINS DU CORPS
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“ASSEMBLAGES” OF TREATMENTS

“ASSEMBLAGES”
OF TREATMENTS
Be the creator of your well-being by defining your personalized treatments blend,
your “assemblage”. Between facials, body treatments, massages* and “Treatments’ bubble”,
compose your royal experience according to your desires! Our team is at your disposal
to help you develop the custom-made program for your treatments experience.
PROPOSALS OF “ASSEMBLAGES” FACE & BODY
Assemblage Évasion | 1h30
Facial treatment (1 h) and Massage* (30 min)
Assemblage Douceur | 2h
Massage* (1 h) and “ Treatment Bubble ” (30 min)
Assemblage Divin | 2h
Massage* (1 h) and Custom-made Facial (1 h)
Assemblage Féerie | 2h30
Whirlpool, Massage* (1 h) and Custom-made Facial (1 h)
Assemblage Royal | 3h
Massage* (1 h 30) and Custom-made Facial (1 h 30)

SETS
OF TREATMENTS*

“Biologique Recherche” set
This set includes 6 hours of treatments:
∙ Custom-made Facials
∙ “Treatment Bubble ”
“Cœur de Vigne” set | “Heart of Wine” set
The “Cœur de Vigne” set offers you the benefit of 10 hours of your choice,
to be divided between:
∙ Custom-made Facials
∙ Biologique Recherche body treatments
∙ KOS body treatment
∙ “Treatment Bubble”
∙ Massages*
∙ “Assemblages”
* excluding the Signature Treatments and the Imperial Experience.

SETS OF TREATMENTS

The sets are valid for one year and nominative,
partially transferable to any guest who accompanies you.
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COUPLE & DUO SUGGESTIONS - CHILDREN & SPA

CHILDREN
& SPA
COUPLE & DUO
SUGGESTIONS

The Royal Champagne is glad to allow children
to discover the world of the spa*.

Our 2 Couple suites allow to enjoy

From 7 years old: parent-child massage* 45 min

all our treatments for 2
We particularly recommend

Share a special moment with your child during

the Imperial Experience.

a duo body massage*. Parent and child enjoy
a moment of pure relaxation, each choosing

Imperiale Experience

the pressure that suits them. Our experts have
selected allergy-free natural products, specially

Enjoy an extraordinary 3 hour experience in our

designed and recommended for atopic and

Imperial Suite. Relax for an hour in this island of well-

children's skin. Ideal to promote body awareness

being, complete with a whirlpool, a private terrace

and develop your links of complicity.

and access to the outdoor pool.
From 16 years old: custom-made facials 1 h
At the end of this time, our experts will provide
your custom-made treatments for two hours

From 16 years old, benefit from our expertise in

of happiness.

facials during a “balade”. Biologique Recherche
offers specific solutions adapted to young skin.

Our spa team will be delighted to accompany you
in the preparation of this memorable experience.

*Children under 18 are welcome in the relaxation area
and swimming pools areas accompanied by an adult.

We perform
all aesthetic services

FITNESS AND
WELLNESS

Manicures | pedicures
Nail polish
Semi-permanent polish
Eyelashes extension
Eyelash enhancement
Make-up
Epilation | waxing

The fitness and wellness activities
are conducted in our fitness center,
our Namasté salon or outdoor.
The Spa Royal Champagne offers its guests
the possibility of conducting an assessment
followed by a tailormade program,

HAIRDRESSER
BARBER

according to their objectives,
in order to ensure monitoring of
their performance throughout the year.

Hairdressing and barbering service

Yogas | Meditation

on request

Pilates | Stretching
Functional training

Hair cut

Bootcamp

Blow dry

Running | Nordic walk

Bun

Cardio| Cardio box

BEAUTY TREATMENTS - HAIRDRESSER - BARBER - FITNESS AND WELLNESS

BEAUTY
TREATMENTS
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ROYAL CHAMPAGNE

to practice a sport or to

CANCELLATION POLICY:

not responsible for any theft

SPA TERMS

enjoy services like sauna or

Any modification to your

or damage to any personal

hammam

booking should be notified 24

items. The client can ask at the

hours in advance. Please note

reception of the Hotel to place

AND CONDITIONS
OPENING HOURS:

HYGIENE/ HEALTH :

that cancellations must be

their personal belongings in a

The Spa is open every day,

For hygiene reasons animals

announced at least 24 hours

secure place. By accessing the

from 8.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m

are not allowed in the

prior to your appointment.

spa, the client acknowledges

The fitness room is open

swimming pools and spa areas

Cancellations made after this

having read and agreed to

everyday 24h/24h

The spa is not accessible

time will be charged at full rate.

these terms.

This schedule is subjet

with outside shoes, slippers

to modifications and

or overshoes are at your

DRESS CODE:

a temporary closure might

disposal at the spa reception.

Gowns, slippers and disposable

*The term massage, usually
reserved for the medical
profession, corresponds in our
establishment to a modelling
without a therapeutic purpose,
only for relaxation purposes.

underwear are available

occur on decision of the
Spa Management.

EQUIPMENT USE:

at the spa.

Neither compensation

Please wear a bathing

Clean, indoor sport shoes

nor damages can be claimed

suit in the relaxation areas.

are compulsory in the fitness

for these incidents.

The hammam, sauna and

studio. Flip-flops and slippers

whirlpool are shared by all.

are not allowed for your
own safety.

APPOINTMENT:
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We thank you in advance

MOBILE TELEPHONES:

for arriving at least 15 minutes

in the interest of everybody’s

WARNING:

before the start

well-being and peace,

Any customer using the spa

of your treatment.

please switch off your mobile

does so under their own

Please specify any health

telephones and other

responsibility. The customer

restrictions at time of booking

electronic devices when

must use the spa facilities with

your treatment.

entering the spa area.

care and attention, according

In addition to their treatment

Should you be expecting

to its intended use, taking

reservation, guests not

a message, our receptionists

care to avoid injury to

residing at the hotel may

will be delighted to assist you.

themselves or a third party.
The Hotel disclaims any liability

enjoy, before or after their
treatments, access to the

SPA SWIMMING POOLS

in case of accident or injury

following facilities: steam

FOR CHILDREN:

to the customer and more

room, sauna and jacuzzi,

Children under 18 are

generally in case of damage

subject to availability of

welcome in the relaxation

of any kind suffered by the

spaces and facilities on the day.

area and swimming pool areas

customer and resulting from the

accompanied by an adult

use of the spa. The customer

HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS:

from 9h30 to 5pm, provided

remains solely responsible for

Please keep us informed

they respect the calm

any personal object that he

about your condition,

that reigns there.

leaves in the spa, changing

allergies or injuries, reasons

The steam room and sauna are

rooms, lockers provided for this

for not using some kind

accessible for adults only.

purpose and in the pockets of

of fitness equipment, disability

the bathrobe. The hotel is

9 rue de la République
51160 Champillon
Tel. 33 (3) 26 52 41 14

